Private Lender Transactions
Checklist For Lawyers And Notaries
This document applies to all Provinces, except Québec

Service level expectations
1.
2.

Order private lender policies at least 72 hours before closing
Orders will be processed within 48 hours of the Company being in receipt of ALL information/documents required
to assess the risk

Required Documents / information
To expedite the issuance of the policies, kindly upload all documents directly to the order by using the following feature:
After having acknowledged the statements on the last page of the order and having clicked SUBMIT:

Use the Document upload functionality to add required documents. You can chose files from your folders or drag and drop
the documents in the box.

Once you have uploaded all documents, an underwriter reviews the file.
To add information or notes, use this feature rather than sending an email. The underwriters will have access instantly to the
notes you add in this box:

Tips to expedite issuance of title insurance policies for Private Lender transactions
1.

Refinance Transaction: upload a copy of the appraisal (if no appraisal, indicate how the value was determined)

2.

Refinance Transaction: upload Titles / PINs / Index (all inclusive of deleted instruments)

3.

Purchase Transaction: upload the APS and Titles / PINs / Index (all inclusive of deleted instruments)

4.

Borrower / purchaser is a corporation: upload copy of the Corporate Profile

5.

Private Lender is a corporation: upload copy of Corporate Profile

6.

When placing the order, use the question: “There are matters or issues not addressed in this form that Chicago Title should be
made aware of” in order to provide important information about the transaction or the parties

7. After the order has been placed, use the NOTE section in CTICExpress to answer the underwriter’s questions or add
any additional information or document
8.

Lender’s lawyer: Add a note to indicate if parties are related or know each other

9.

Please share any concerns with us.

Direction of funds
1.

Indicate the amount payable directly to the borrower (net proceeds)

2.

When the secured and unsecured debts are being paid directly from the proceeds by the lender’s or borrower’s lawyer,
please let us know as it does mitigate the risk

3.

Tell us where the money going. Even better show us by providing us with a copy of the trust ledger.

4.

Disclose any redirection of funds and indicate why the money is redirected.

ID Verification of borrower / vendor
1.

We will authenticate identity of vendors and/or borrowers in certain circumstances

2.

Obtain consent from the borrowers to go through the ID Verification process in advance

3.

Request a copy of the cell phone bills and utility bills in advance of closing to upload directly in the order; this will
expedite the issuance of the policies.

General
1.

Submit a Private Lender Approval Form for these lenders:
a.

You act for them in multiple transactions per week/month

b.

They are very diligent with regards to credit underwriting

c.

They verify the identity of their borrowers

2.

Consult the Resource Library in our website for important information and information sheets on a number of topics.

3.

Order the right type of policy for
i.	Property type (ex. a single family dwelling with a basement apartment is a multi-unit residence comprised
of 2 units)
ii.	Residential / commercial (ex. Farm property: See Farm Lands Information sheet; mixed use properties should be
ordered as Commercial, etc.)
iii. The transaction type. When ordering a loan policy only in a purchase transaction, enter the order as a purchase.

We know these tips will save everyone precious time. We wish you smooth sailing.
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